Soup and Salad

Entrée

Small meals or starters to tempt your taste buds.

 VIETNAMESE

12  AUTHENTICTHAI 
HOME-MADE DEEP
CRISPY SQUIDS
 Thai-style marinated squid served
FRIED SPRING ROLLȩ ȩȩȩ'&
(Pork mince or Vegetarian)
Finger sized spring rolls deep fried
and served with dipping sauce.

 THAI TRADITIONAL
 


GURI PUFF ȩȩȩ'&

12

Sweet potato & vegetables
wrapped in fluffy pastry served
with dipping sauce.

with home made dipping sauce.

 HONGKONG STYLE 3

PORK SPARE RIBS

Marinated in a mixture of
spices.

 STICKY CHICKEN WINGS 2
Deep fried chicken wings
caramelized with special sauce.

 VIETNAMESE FRESH 2
 MALAYSIAN SATAY 2

SPRING ROLLS

(Pork & Prawn; Vegetarian
or Duck)

CHICKEN STICKS

Skewersofgrilledmarinated chicken
servedwithpeanut dipping sauce.

Wrapped in rice paper with lettuce,
carrot and cucumber, served with
traditional dipping sauce.
 $5#+ȩ2/4)ȩ72!0 '& 4.5
$ELICIOUSȩROASTEDȩDUCKȩWRAPȩINȩ
 DEEP FRIED
2 ROTIȩBREADȩWITHȩFRESHȩVEGETABLESȩ
ANDȩHOISINȩSAUCE
DUMPLINGS '&
Pork mince mixed with Thai
herbs, deep fried and served with  MIXED ENTRÉE '& 8
dipping sauce.
Three pieces each of home made
deep fried spring rolls, guri puff,
 TRADITIONAL
$1 and deep fried dumplings.

ȩȩȩ

ȩȩȩ

ȩȩȩ

VIETNAMESE PRAWN

CAKES WITH KUMARAȩȩȩ'&
Pan fried spiced prawn and
kumara patties and dipping
sauce.

Stir Fry

Rice & Noodle

Waken your tastebuds to a world of flavour.
These soup and salads are healthy, tasty, and refreshingly different.

A selection of favourite recipes that will hit the spot every time.

South East Asian stir fries are among the best in the world . Healthy,
flavourful, fresh, and zinging with taste.

GFA

GFA, VG

GFA, VG

 TOM YUM
Famous spicy Thai soup with lemongrass lime leaves, lemon, chilli,
coriander and mushroom.
Chicken; Beef; Pork; Vegetarian or Tofu
20.5
Prawns or Combination Seafood
2
 TOM KHAR
A favourite Thai soup with creamy coconut milk, seasoned with lemon,
coriander and mushroom.
Chicken; Beef; Pork; Vegetarian or Tofu
20
Prawns or Combination Seafood
2
 3).'!0/2%ȩ,!+3!
4ASTY ȩCREAMYȩNOODLEȩSOUPȩDISH
Chicken; Beef; Pork; Vegetarian or Tofu
Prawns or Combination Seafood

20
2

CHOICES OF MEAT INCLUDE
#HICKENȩ"EEFȩ0ORK ȩ6EGETARIANȩORȩ4OFUȩȩ
0RAWNSȩ#OMBINATIONȩ3EAFOODȩ
ORȩ#OMBINATIONȩ-EAT

3 THAI SPICY FRIED
 PAD THAI
Choice of meat with traditional
NOODLES WITH BASIL
Thai noodles, bean sprouts, spring
Choice of meat stir fried
onion and ground peanuts.
with rice noodles, fresh
basil and vegetables.
1 HONG KONG STIR FRIED

ȩȩȩ'&

NOODLES

Choice of meat stir fried with egg
noodles and vegetables.
2 -!,!93)!.ȩ3!4!9ȩ


.//$,% ȩȩȩ'&

 4(!)ȩ3PICY SEAFOODȩ3!,!$ȩ21 6)%4.!-%3%ȩȩȩȩȩ21
.//$,%ȩ3!,!$
Mixed seafood with tomatoes, onions,
Thai herbs, spring onions and
6IETNAMESEȩFAVOURITEȩ
coriander in sour and spicy dressing.
STREETȩFOODȩ&RESHȩ
VERMICELLIȩMIXEDȩWITHȩ
FRESHȩHERBSȩANDȩGREENȩ
20 VEGETABLES ȩROASTEDȩ
 ,!2"ȩ'!)ȩ#()#+%.
'ROUNDȩCHICKENȩTOSSEDȩWITHȩ
PEANUTȩANDȩFISHȩSAUCEȩ
CORIANDER ȩGREENȩONION ȩREDȩONIONȩ
3ERVEDȩWITHȩWOKȩFRIEDȩ
ANDȩROASTEDȩRICEȩPOWDERȩINȩLIMEȩ
CHICKENȩANDȩDEEPȩFRIEDȩ
ANDȩFISHȩSAUCEȩDRESSING
PORKȩSPRINGȩROLLS

20
 "%%&ȩ3!,!$
"EEFȩSLICESȩMIXEDȩWITHȩ4HAIȩHERBS ȩ
CORIANDER ȩLIMEȩJUICEȩANDȩCHILLI
 6IE4.!-%3%ȩ'/)ȩ3!,!$ 21

0ORKȩȩ0RAWN
!ȩREFRESHINGȩSALADȩMIXEDȩWITHȩHOMEMADEȩNUOCȩMAM ȩSHREDDEDȩ
CARROTS ȩCUCUMBER ȩFRESHȩSALAD ȩONIONȩANDȩMINTȩTOPPEDȩWITHȩ
SLICESȩOFȩROASTEDȩPORKȩBELLY ȩPEELEDȩSWEETȩPRAWNSȩANDȩSPRINKLESȩ
OFȩCHOPPEDȩROASTEDȩPEANUTS

20
2

#HOICEȩOFȩMEATȩSTIRȩFRIEDȩWITHȩ
EGGȩNOODLESȩANDȩVEGETABLESȩ
INȩTHEȩCHEFgSȩSPECIALȩPEANUTȩ
SAUCE

4 ./-ȩ./-ȩ#!3(%7ȩ

&2)%$ȩ2)#%ȩ
Traditional Asian fried rice,
cooked with vegetables,
roasted cashew nuts and
your choice of meat.
5 NASI GORENG
Indonesian famous dish stir
fried with curry paste, spices
and your choice of meat.

CHOICES OF MEAT INCLUDE
#HICKENȩ"EEFȩ0ORK ȩ6EGETARIANȩORȩ4OFUȩȩ
0RAWNSȩ#OMBINATIONȩ3EAFOODȩ
ORȩ#OMBINATIONȩ-EAT

20
2

0 SPICY THAI HERB
Stir fried with your choice of
meat, Thai herbs, green
3TIRȩFRIEDȩWITHȩYOURȩCHOICEȩOFȩ
peppercorns and Vegetables.
MEAT ȩFRESHȩGINGERȩROOT ȩ
GARLIC ȩVEGETABLESȩANDȩ
MUSHROOM
1 THAI SWEET AND SOUR
Stir fried with your choice of meat,
7 VIETNAMESE
vegetables and special home
LEMONGRASS
made sweet and sour sauce.
Stir fried with your choice of
meat, fresh lemongrass, herbs
and vegetables.
2 SOUTH THAILAND
6 6)%4.!-%3%ȩ').'%2ȩ

ȩ'!2,)#ȩ34)2ȩ&29

28 BEIJING BLACK BEAN

STIR FRY

Stir fried with your choice of
meat, green vegetables, black
bean sauce.

CASHEW NUT STIR FRY

Thai favourite meal at all times
stir fried with your choice of
meat, cashew nuts and
vegetables.

29 SIZZLING BLACK PEPPER 3 MALAYSIAN STIR FRY
WITH PEANUT SAUCE
Stir fried with your choice of
Stir fried with your choice of
meat, green vegetables, and
black pepper sauce, served on
meat, roast peanut spiced sauce
a sizzling hot plate.
and vegetables.

Thai Curry

Thai curries generally differ from
the curries in Indian and other South Asian cuisines in their use of
fresh ingredients such as herbs and aromatic leaves over a mix of spices.

GFA
#(/)#%3ȩ/&ȩ-%!4ȩ).#,5$%ȩ
#HICKENȩ"EEFȩ0ORK ȩ6EGETARIANȩORȩ4OFUȩ
0RAWNSȩ#OMBINATIONȩ3EAFOODȩ
ORȩ#OMBINATIONȩ-EAT
NOM NOM KITCHEN ȩ#(2)34#(52#(
ȩ.ORMANSȩ2OAD ȩ3TROWANȩ
0HONEȩȩ 
%MAILȩNOMNOMNORMAN GMAILCOMȩ
7EBSITEȩWWWNOMNOMKITCHENCONZȩ
/PENINGȩHOURSȩȩMonday ȩ3UNDAY
1.00Qm - 2.0pm & 5.00pm - 9.00pm
NOM NOM KITCHEN ȩLINCOLN
Unit B4, 8 Vernon Drive ȩLincolnȩ7608
0HONEȩȩ925 8122
%MAILȩNOMNOMlincoln GMAILCOMȩ
7EBSITEȩWWWNOMNOMKITCHENCONZȩ
/PENINGȩHOURSȩȩWednesday ȩ3aturday
1.00Qm - 2.0pm & 5.00pm - 9.00pm
Tuesday &ȩ3unday
5.00pm - 9.00pm
Monday$MPTFE
NOM NOM KITCHEN ȩ,944%,4/.ȩ
ȩ,ONDONȩ3TREET ȩ,YTTELTONȩ
0HONEȩȩ 
%MAILȩNOMNOMLYTTELTON GMAILCOMȩ
7EBSITEȩWWWNOMNOMKITCHENCONZȩ
/PENINGȩHOURSȩȩTuesday ȩ3aturday
1.00Qm - 2.0pm & 5.00pm - 9.00pm
3unday
5.00pm - 9.00pm
Monday$MPTFE
./-ȩ./-ȩ+)4#(%.ȩ ȩ2!.')/2!
ȩ(IGHȩ3TREET ȩ2ANGIORAȩȩ
0HONEȩȩ 
%MAILȩNOMNOMKITCHEN GMAILCOMȩ
7EBSITEȩWWWNOMNOMKITCHENCONZȩ
/PENINGȩHOURSȩȩ-ONDAYȩ ȩ3UNDAY
1.00Qm - 2.0pm & 5.00pm - 9.00pm

4 GREEN (MEDIUM HOT)
A medium hot curry cooked with
coconut cream and vegetables in
home made green curry paste.
5 MASSUMAN (MILD)
A mild Thai curry cooked in
coconut cream with peanuts,
potatoes, vegetables and onions.
6 PANANG (MILD)
A mild creamy curry cooked with
Thai herbs and vegetables.
7 RED (MEDIUM HOT)
A medium hot curry cooked with
coconut cream and vegetables in
home made red curry paste.
38. YELLOW (MILD) VG
A mild curry cooked in
coconut cream with vegetables,
potatoes, onion and pineapple
(vegan option available)

Chef Special

These dishes are some of our chefs favourite and have
their own special modifications.

GFA
39 4(!)ȩ349,%ȩ(/.%9 22 4 SIZZLING CHINESE ȩȩȩȩȩȩ 3



,%-/.ȩ#()#+%.

20
2

#HICKENȩWITHȩAȩTANGYȩHONEYȩ
LEMONȩSAUCE ȩSERVEDȩWITHȩTHINȩ
SLICESȩOFȩCRISPYȩKUMARAȩANDȩ
FRESHȩSALAD

STYLE FISH STEAK '&

Fish tempura served on a sizzling
hot plate topped up with
vegetables and a special sauce.

5 2/!34%$ȩ0/2+ȩ"%,,9ȩȩ $24 

0 LAMB SHANK
$25
Lamb shank slow cooked in a
Massuman curry paste and
coconut cream, with mashed
potatoes and peanuts.
1 2%.'$!.'ȩ"%%& ȩ2)"ȩȩȩȩȩȩ 25
An Indonesian favourite beef dish,
slow cooked with special sauce.

ȩ $3
3,/7ȩ#//+ȩ0/2+ȩ"%,,9

34)2ȩ&2)%$ȩ.//$,%



3TIRȩFRIEDȩEGGȩNOODLEȩFLAVOUREDȩ
WITHȩ4HAIȩHONEYȩANDȩGARLICȩ
SAUCE ȩSERVEDȩWITHȩROASTEDȩPORKȩ
BELLYȩANDȩSEASONALȩVEGETABLES

ȩȩ

46NOMNOM SPICY

ȩ 3
PORK BELLY WITH HERB

Oven roasted pork tossed in
high heat wok with fresh
basil, vegetables and spicy
Thai herbs. Served with
steamed rice.ȩ

2 6)%4.!-%3%ȩ

Chunky pork belly and egg slow
cooked with five spices.

47 4(!)ȩ2%$ȩ$5#+ȩ#5229ȩȩ $3ȩ
Slow cooked red curry with roast
duck and Thai spiced herbs.


ȩȩȩȩȩȩ 3 48. PHUKETSEAFOODCURȩRY '& 5ȩ

3 42!$)4)/.!, 4(!)

&)3(ȩ#5229

ȩ

&ISHȩFILLETSȩSLOWȩCOOKEDȩINȩ4HAIȩ
TRADITIONALȩGREENȩCURRYȩPASTEȩ
WITHȩCOCONUTȩCREAM ȩSWEETȩ
LYCHEE ȩPINEAPPLE ȩȩȩ
ANDȩSEASONALȩVEGETABLES

Phuket signature seafood dish.
Wok fried fresh seafood with
vegetables and curry paste
bring a mouth full of creamy
smooth curry and medium spicy
flavours. Complimentary Roti
bread on the side.

GFA
Gluten friendly available.

Extra

2ICEȩORȩ2/4)
Double Rice
Meat or Vegetables

VG
Vegan available
$3
$5
$4

GF

Gluten friendly NOT available

DINNER / TAKEAWAY
MENU
Gluten friendly & vegan options are available.
.OȩADDEDȩ-3'

